
Malta Other Project Activities List

Outdoor Activities:

Team Building Activities
The students participated in various activities in the beginning of the scholastic year to help
them get to know each other and work together. This helped everyone to accept each others
abilities. It was especially useful for SEN students to integrate in the different classes.

Shelter Building Activity
SEN Students participated in shelter building activity out of school together with the other
students.

Sports Fest Activities
A  different sport fest activity was organised for every year group. Everyone was encouraged to
participate

Fishing Activities
Fishing activities were organised to experience traditional Maltese activities.

Archery Activities
Archery was introduced in school for all the classes. This is an activity that everyone can
participate in also students who are wheelchair users.

Boccia Activities
Boccia was introduced. This is another traditional game played in Malta and around Europe in
different variations. Everyone, including SEN students to participated.

Cycling Activities
Cycling lessons were held at school. Thanks to this many students have learned how to ride a
bicycle.

Fitness Activities
Fitness activities are very important for the health of our students. These activities have been
increase in variation and frequency.

Ball Game Activities
Various Ball games were practiced. These include football, basketball, volleyball and handball.

Tent Pitching Activites
Students learned how to use and put up and pack a tent again. They learned the various
functions of a tent.



Fire Lighting Activities
Students learned how to build a fire safely.

Outdoor Cooking Activities
Students learned how to cook on an open fire.

Trekking Activities
Students participated in various trekking activities in varying terrain and for varying duration.

Orienteering Activites
During orienteering activities, students learned how to read a map, use a compass and follow a
predetermined route.

Meetings

Teacher  meetings
Various meetings were held with Maltese teachers during the project to plan and coordinate the
activities

Tongue twister activities
Students learned and practiced Maltese and foreign tongue twisters. These were later shared
with participants from the other schools in the project in an online meeting.

Meetings with paralympic athletes
Various meetings for students were held with Maltese paralympic athletes to inspire our
students toward a physically active lifestyle.

Outdoor Cross Curricular Teaching:

Maths Trail Activities
Students took part in outdoor  activities where they had to solve different mathematical
situations with a mix of practical and theoretical skills.

Culture Trail Activities
Students visited different historical places

Geography Outdoor Field Work Activities
Students trekked to beaches where they participated in practical geography fieldwork.

Dissemination Activites and Actions

Dissemination Notice Boards
Various noticeboards were continuously updated with information about the activities that were
being held.



Dissemination meetings with students and teachers
During staff meetings teachers were informed about the project and how it was ongoing.
Dissemination meetings about the project were held with different classes to prepare them for
the activities.

Dissemination posts on School facebook page
The School facebook page and the staff facebook groups were constantly updated with the
activities that were happening.

Dissemination stand during school exhibition
During the school exhibition the project was included in the Physical Education stand.


